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Experiment  Science  
Experiment  

Science  
Focus:  

Lessons   /   Units   /   Links   etc  Science   Building   Skills  

1  H2O   on   the  
go  

Questioning  
Observation  

Water   cycle    unit  
Water   cycle- video   of   scientists  
https://www.sciencelearn.org.nz/image_maps/36-d 
ynamic-and-complex-the-global-water-cycle  

Water   storage   in   ice   and   snow  
Almost   70%   of   the   Earth’s   freshwater   is  
stored   in   ice   caps,   glaciers   and  
permanent   snow.   Most   of   this   is   in  
Antarctica   –   the   Greenland   ice   cap  
contains   just   10%   of   the   total   global   ice  
mass.  
 

Robyn   M-    Done  

2  Water   -  
solid-   liquid  
-   gas  

Observation  
Measuring  

Lesson  
Extra   info  
More   info-  
https://www.sciencelearn.org.nz/resources/607-soli 
ds-liquids-and-gases  
https://www.sciencelearn.org.nz/image_maps/4-wa 
ter-solid-liquid-and-gas  

 

Meeghan   -    Done  
 
Solids,   Liquids   and  
Gases  
 

3  Match   up  
game   -  
looks   at  
increasing  
Antarctic  
and  
science  
concepts  

Questioning  
 

Lesson     Science   Snap  
Cut   the   meaning   and   definition   up  
and   play   a   game   of   snap   to   match  
the   word   with   its   meaning.  
Extra   info   and   websites   for   each   of  
the   words   is   in   a   separate   document.  
Children   could   find   out   more   info  
about   one   of   the   aspects   that  
interests   them.  

Robyn   T     done  

4  Sea   level  
change   /  
Ice   shelf  
collapse  

Observation  
Critiquing  

Unit  
Melting   and   freezing-  
https://www.sciencelearn.org.nz/reso 
urces/608-melting-and-freezing  

Grant   -    done  

5  Insulation  Measuring  
Fair   Testing  

Blubber   glove   experiment  Bec   -    done  

6  Comparing  
salty   water  
to   fresh  
water  

Observation  LINK  
Salt   water   melts   at   a   lower  
temperature   than   regular   water.  

James    done  

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1TbWxwfUjlF-HSr6vwwHM1RloUtfQnda-wplkvtQ0LRE/edit
https://www.sciencelearn.org.nz/videos/356-the-dynamic-water-cycle
https://www.sciencelearn.org.nz/image_maps/36-dynamic-and-complex-the-global-water-cycle
https://www.sciencelearn.org.nz/image_maps/36-dynamic-and-complex-the-global-water-cycle
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1hJ4ev-076zP2z1toPJimxTy4fNjkc1ut
http://www.chem4kids.com/files/matter_intro.html
https://www.sciencelearn.org.nz/resources/607-solids-liquids-and-gases
https://www.sciencelearn.org.nz/resources/607-solids-liquids-and-gases
https://www.sciencelearn.org.nz/image_maps/4-water-solid-liquid-and-gas
https://www.sciencelearn.org.nz/image_maps/4-water-solid-liquid-and-gas
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1IhHGnX3wfZSODl4jWEk3Oy9TmApYPIdF1g9zG7e-24I/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1IhHGnX3wfZSODl4jWEk3Oy9TmApYPIdF1g9zG7e-24I/edit
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1jNiDFCSU4iqXOxWqxefr5crusRE9HMg7
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1wGPvPnbMBze40NnoRKUNpCGKRDEz3TE3
https://www.sciencelearn.org.nz/resources/608-melting-and-freezing
https://www.sciencelearn.org.nz/resources/608-melting-and-freezing
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KfcDx1dXZw8
https://www.whatdowedoallday.com/failure-teaches-kids-to-think-like-scientists/


7  Exploring  
Ice   Melting  

Observation  
and  
critiquing  

LINK  
Question  

Jenny-Marie    Done  

8  Exploring  
IceBergs  
melting  

Observation  
and  
critiquing  

LINK  Leonie-    Done  
Changes   in   the  
Antarctic   ice   sheet’s  
contribution   to   global  
sea   level,   1992   to   2017.  

 
Example   of    a   question   we   can   give   as   a   follow   up   to   one   of   the   science   experiments.  
These   questions   need   to   replicate   the   types   of   questions   students   will   get   in   the   Science  
NZCER   Thinking   with   Evidence   assessments.    (See   Leonie   for   exemplar   questions)  
  
Antarctic   Food   Chain  
A   food   chain   is   how   scientists   show   how   energy   moves   from   one   living   thing   to   the   next  
as   food.   Food   chains   always   start   with   a   plant,   because   plants   make   their   own   food  
from   the   sun’s   energy.   This   food   chain   shows   what   is   eaten   by   some   animals   in   the  
Antarctic   ocean.  

 
 

1. What   does   this   food   chain   tell   you?  
a. Krill   eat   baleen   whales  
b. Baleen   whales   eat   phytoplankton  
c. Krill   eat   phytoplankton  
d. Phytoplankton   eat   krill  

 
 
 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1OQ2pxbTuHPAwwAi5zr7Zr1gdWU6OEjAf0KCBaE_z0II/edit?ts=5d36aafb
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1_DQSr2O5ycUjHsWlO87CDxtzVrYFjkIbqAVoIiyUcs4/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1OQ2pxbTuHPAwwAi5zr7Zr1gdWU6OEjAf0KCBaE_z0II/edit?ts=5d36aafb
https://earthsky.org/earth/ice-losses-antarctica-speed-up-sea-level-rise
https://earthsky.org/earth/ice-losses-antarctica-speed-up-sea-level-rise
https://earthsky.org/earth/ice-losses-antarctica-speed-up-sea-level-rise
https://earthsky.org/earth/ice-losses-antarctica-speed-up-sea-level-rise


 
Antarctic   Food   Web  

 
 
 
Interpret   Visuals  
How   are   the   blue   whale   and   Adelie   penguin   alike   as   consumers?  
 
Draw   Conclusions  
What   effect   would   a   drop   in   the   size   of   the   krill   population   have   on  
the   Antarctic   food   web   and   why?  
 
Predict  
Adult   krill   feed   on   algae   found   in   open   water.   Their   larvae   feed   on   algae   found  
under   the   sea   ice.   More   and   more   sea   ice   is   melting.   Will   melting   sea   ice   affect   the   killer  
whale?   Explain.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

http://www.learnz.org.nz/scienceonice144/bg-standard-f/antarctic-food-webs


 

Changes   in   the   Antarctic   ice   sheet’s   contribution   to   global   sea   level,   1992  
to   2017.  
 

 
 
What   is   the   best   explanation   for   this   graph?  

1. Ice   melting   in   Antarctica   has   raised   sea   levels   by   3.5mm   since   1992,   with   almost  
one   third   of   the   rise   coming   in   the   last   three   years.  

2. Ice   melting   in   Antarctica   has   raised   sea   levels   by   7.6   mm   since   1992,   with   almost  
half   of   this   rise   coming   in   the   last   five   years.  

3. Ice   melting   in   Antarctica   has   not   raised   sea   levels.  
4. Ice   melting   in   Antarctica   has   raised   sea   levels   by   7.6mm   since   1995,   with   almost  

half   of   this   rise   coming   in   the   past   ten   years.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

https://earthsky.org/earth/ice-losses-antarctica-speed-up-sea-level-rise
https://earthsky.org/earth/ice-losses-antarctica-speed-up-sea-level-rise


 
The   Water   Cycle  

 
 
Which   conclusion   can   be   made   from   this   diagram?  

1. Evaporation   is   from   the   ocean   and   lakes.  
2. Evaporation   is   only   from   fresh-water   lakes.  
3. Evaporation   is   from   the   oceans,   lakes   and   moisture   in   the   soil.  
4. Evaporation   is   from   the   clouds.  

 
 
 
For   interest-   another   more   complex   Water   Cycle-  
https://science.nasa.gov/earth-science/oceanography/ocean-earth-system/ocean-water-cycle  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

https://science.nasa.gov/earth-science/oceanography/ocean-earth-system/ocean-water-cycle


What   is   the   climate   like   in   Antarctica?   
(More   info-    Antarctica,   Climate   and   Weather   Coolantarctica.com  
 

Antarctica   is   a   continent,   bigger   than   Europe,   North   America,   and   so   doesn’t   have   just  
one   climate   zone   but   several.   As   it   is   centred   on   the   South   Pole,   the   climates   are   all  
cold   but   distinct   zones:  
 

 
 
Our   NZ   base   (Scott   Base)   is   in   McMurdo   station  
 
Which   facts   are   true?  

1. Vostok   station   is   the   highest   and   coldest   station   in   Antarctica.  
2. Mawson   station   is   the   lowest   station   in   Antarctica.  
3. Rothera   station   is   the   warmest   station   in   Antarctica.  
4. McMurdo   station   is   the   3rd   coolest   station   in   Antarctica.  

 

https://www.coolantarctica.com/Antarctica%20fact%20file/antarctica%20environment/climate_weather.php
https://www.coolantarctica.com/Antarctica%20fact%20file/antarctica%20environment/climate_weather.php


 

 
 
What   does   this   graph   show?  

1. McMurdo   station’s   coldest   time   is   mid-August   to   mid-September.  
2. Mawson   station’s   coldest   time   is   mid-July   to   mid-August.   
3. Byrd   station’s   coldest   time   is   mid-August   to   mid-September.  
4. Rothera   station’s   coldest   time   is   August.  

 



 

Blubber   Glove   Experiment   -   How   Blubber   keeps   animals   warm  
 
The   students   in   Whio   were   investigating   how   blubber   keeps   animals   warmer   in   the  
cold   Antarctic   waters.    They   wanted   to   compare   the   different   types   of   fat   that   could   be  
used   to   see   which   one   replicated   real   blubber   the   best.   They   know   that   lard   comes  
from   pigs   and   margarine   is   made   from   plants.  
Here   are   three   methods   the   students   used.  
If   the   students   wanted   to   compare   everyone’s   results,   whose   method   would   be   the  
best?  

 
Student   A:    I   put   one   hand   in   the   blubber   glove   and   one   uncovered   hand  
directly   in   the   ice   at   the   same   time.  
 
Student   B:    I   put   one   hand   in   the   blubber   glove   and   in   the   ice   for   as   long  
as   I   could,   took   it   out   then   used   the   same   hand   uncovered   in   the   ice   or  
as   long   as   I   could.  

 
Student   C:    I   put   one   hand   in   a   blubber   glove   of   margarine,   and   one  
hand   in   a   blubber   glove   of   lard.   I   held   both   in   ice   for   as   long   as   I   could.  

 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Melting   and   Freezing   -   Investigating   Rising   Sea   Levels  
https://www.sciencelearn.org.nz/resources/2278-investigating-sea-level-rise  

 

 

 

Year   5   and   6   students   were   investigating   how   melting  
land   ice   causes   sea   levels   to   rise.   To   demonstrate   how  
this   happens,   they   created   a   model   using   two   containers.  
 
Both   containers   had   a   block   to   represent   land,   identical   fill  
lines,   and   an   equal   amount   of   ice.   One   container   had  
“land   ice”   placed   on   top   of   the   block,   the   other   had   “sea  
ice”   put   in   the   base   of   the   container.   Water   was   poured  
into   both   containers   up   to   their   fill   lines   and   the   students  
waited   for   the   ice   to   melt.   
 
Which   of   the   following   observations   would   help  
demonstrate   that   melting   land   ice   causes   sea   levels   to  
rise?   

 
1. How   quickly   the   “land   ice”   melts  
2. Whether   the   “land   ice”   melts   faster   than   the   “sea   ice”  
3. How   much   the   “land   ice”   water   level   rises  
4. Whether   the   “land   ice”   water   level   is   higher   than   the   “sea   ice”   water   level  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

https://www.sciencelearn.org.nz/resources/2278-investigating-sea-level-rise


Saltwater   vs   Freshwater  

 
Students   are   investigating   the   different   freezing   points   of   freshwater   and   saltwater   using  
the   experiment    Ice   cube   rope .   
They   conducted   their   experiments   by   putting   a   piece   of   string   on   top   of   an   ice   cube  
floating   in   a   cup   of   water.   Next   they   sprinkled   salt   on   top   of   the   string.   They   waited   for  
one   minute.   They   were   then   able   to   lift   the   string   up   with   the   ice   cube   attached   to   it.  
 
Which   of   the   following   descriptions   best   describes   what   has   happened   during   this  
experiment?  

1. The   string   has   stuck   to   the   ice   because   it   is   cold  
2. The   salt   has   made   the   string   sticky  
3. The   salt   has   melted   the   ice,   then   the   fresh   water   has   refrozen   the   string   to   the   ice  

cube  
4. The   salt   has   mixed   with   the   ice   to   stick   itself   to   the   string  

 
 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jsrVDQlV9BE

